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Co-Curriculum Unit of Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) is responsible
in managing all activities related to Sports, Art and Cultural and also Credited Co-
Curriculum courses. Those are the three sub departments in Co-Curriculum Unit itself.
UTP Co-Curriculum Unit currently doing their business process manually. Because of
limitation in the number of staffs, multiple processes in three different sub departments
and also handling many events in UTP; it is time consuming when they need to handle
those business processes manually. The main objective ofthis project is to develop and
implement a prototype that automates the UTP Co-Curriculum Unit business processes.
This prototype implement a web based technologies which will help Co-Curriculum
Unit to improve their business process in conducting every activity, which increase
effectiveness and efficiency. This new system called, 'UTP Co-Curriculum Unit Web
Based System' (CCWBS). The scope of study for this project includes two different
areas which are 1)Study ofUTP Co-Curriculum Unit business processes and 2) develop
a system prototype. Phased Development-based methodology is used to develop
CCWBS. The literature review focuses on study of journals, and previous studies that
related to the topic of the research project. It is focusing on the Co-Curriculum issues,
followed by summarized review on journals related to web based system, system
development life cycle, business process models and etc. The results and discussion also
be included in the report. It focuses on the Requirement Gathering and Requirement
Analysis technique. System modeling also is included in the report which consists of
functional, structural and behavioral model. The developed CCWBS can help UTP Co-
Curriculum Unit on handling their business process efficiently and it will become one
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1.1 Background of study
UTP Co-Curriculum Unit is one of the units under Student Support Services
Department that plays important roles to Universiti Teknologi Petronas (UTP)
society. The roles ofthis unit are handling any activities and events related to Sports,
Art and Cultural and also Credited Co-Curriculum courses, m addition, Co-
Curriculum Unit staffare actually been divided into these three sub department. UTP
Co-Curriculum Unit currently doing their business processes manually. Because of
limitation in the number of staff, multiple processes in three different sub
departments and also responsible in handling various type of events in UTP; it is
time consuming especially for the fecilities booking process, equipments borrowing
process, event recruitment process and the most important issue is the information
sharing problem.
From all sub departments, the most critical issue is the information sharing problem.
Example, the sub departments may organize different events such as FESCO
(Festival of Colors of the World) in Art and Cultural department and Outdoor
Carnival in Sport department. For these events, the Co-Curriculum Unit staff are
feeing problem to promote the events and also to publish the announcement of
recruiting the committee among student. For Credited Co-Curriculum courses sub
department, there will be an issue of posting the updated news for particular courses.
Example, ifthere are immediate changes in class time or venue, it is so difficult to
ensure that all students can get the information. The important notices such as
timetable, syllabus, rules and regulation, new implementation for every subject is
only available at Multi Purpose Hall and Co-Curriculum Unit notice boards in Block
B. This is not an efficient way of posting the important notices. They have been
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using E-Learning as medium to display certain notices but it is not efficient because
not all students are aware of the important notices appears in the left column in E-
Learning web site. The staff also experience inefficiency when they need to inform
the E-leaming administrator every time they want toupload the notices. These entire
situations happen because Co-Curriculum Unit is facing information sharing
problem.
With mis research project, the UTP Co-Curriculum Unit Web Based System
(CCWBS) been developed to automate and improve Co-Curriculum Unit business
processes, increasing its efficiency and effectiveness. Concurrently, CCWBS will be
a one stop center for UTP Society to bemore alert about updated information ofCo-
Curriculum Unit activities. Other than that, staff in Co-Curriculum Unit actually has
planned todevelop a web site for their unit but they was thinking onhow and who to
maintain the website later on. However, this proves that they realized the needs of
this kind of web based system for Co-Curriculum Unit. As for mis, the developed
CCWBS will be able to help the Co-Curriculum Unit to bemore present in front of
the UTP society.
1.2 Problem Identification
The major problem ofCo-Curriculum Unit business processes is lack of information
displayed to UTP society regarding Co-Curriculum updated news and events and
also the whole idea related to Co-Curriculum Unit roles and processes. Below are
theproblems that arise inUTP Co-Curriculum Unit business processes:
12.X Manual Facilities Booking Process
One of the Co-Curriculum Unit responsibilities is to monitor the usage of the UTP
Sports facilities (i.e. tennis court, football field, swimming pool and etc). The UTP
society needs to book those facilities first before using them because of the limited
number offacilities and large number ofstudents. It has been done byfirst come first
serve basis. As the UTP Co-Curriculum Unit office is far from UTP student's hostel,
it is not convenient when students need to come over to Co-Curriculum Unit office in
order to fill in the form and book the facilities.
1.2.2 Manual Sport's Equipment Borrowing Process
As there are many types of sports plays by UTP students such as football, hockey,
basketball, netball, badminton, tennis, ping pong and squash, UTP Co-Curriculum
Unit has all the equipments such as the balls, hockey stick, net, racket and jersey so
that it can be used and be borrowed by UTP Society especially the UTP sportsteam
and for events purposes. AH the equipments are owned by UTP and it is important
that the equipments being use and return in the same condition. The problem is that,
the sport's equipment borrowing process isdone manually in order to keep track all
related information (i.e. date, quantity etc). They use a form that need to befilled in
by parties that want toborrow any ofthe equipment that available inthe store.
1.2.3 Manual Information Dissemination on Credited Co-Curriculum
courses.
As it is compulsory for all UTP students to take two co-curriculum subjects to
graduate, it is important for mem to have detail information regarding the Credited
Co-Curriculum courses. The current situation is the students will only be explained
regarding the courses during the orientation week, *Minggu Aluan Mesra'. The
important notices such as timetable, syllabus, rules and regulation, new
implementation for every subject is only available at Multi Purpose Hall and Co-
Curriculum notice boards.
1.2.4 Manual Notification for Sports and Art and Cultural Event
Recruitment
There are many types of events handled by Sports and Art and Cultural sub
department. The major problem that the staffs are facing now is to promote the
events and recruit students for activities such as choir group. The current process is
done manually byhaving notices atCo-Curriculum Unit notice board. Bythis, not all
students will get the information. Same goes to big events such as FESCO (Festival
of Colors of the World) and Outdoor Carnival (OC). It's difficult to advertise about
the recruitment process forFESCO andOCstudent's committee.
1.2.5 Unavailable Information ofUTP Co-Curriculum Achievement
UTP has been participating in many kinds of Sport events since UTP has been
established. As part of UTP societies, it's best for us to know the history of UTP
Achievement in Sports activities and events. There is no one stop center to tell or
display all information regarding the history ofUTP Sports achievement.
13 Significance ofthe Project
This research project produced an improved business process for UTP Co-
Curriculum Unit in conducting the three sub departments which are Sport and
Recreation, Arts and Cultural and also the Credited Co-Curriculum program by
implementing World Wide Web technologies. The UTP CCWBS will assist UTP
Co-Curriculum Unit by increasing theefficiency of handling the business processes.
At the same time, the UTP CCWBS is expected to become one stop center for UTP
Co-Curriculum Unitto bemore present in theeyesof UTP society.
1.4 Objective
Theobjectives ofthis research projectare:
• Toanalyze the UTP Co-Curriculum Unit business processes.
• Todevelop a prototype that automates the business processes.
1.5 Scope of Study
In order tocomplete this project, there are several scopes ofstudy that involved. The
major scopes areas follows:
1.5.1 Study ofUTPCo-Curriculum Unit Business Processes.
The author studied about the UTP Co-Curriculum business processes in conducting
those three sub departments (Sports, Art and Cultural, Credited Co-Curriculum
Courses) in order to have a strong background in developing the UTP CCWBS that
consists of automated system for several business processes.
1.5.2 Develop a System Prototype
Based on the study of the UTP Co-Curriculum Unit business processes, a prototype





As it is compulsory for UTP students to take at least two subjects under credited Co-
Curriculum to graduate, shows how UTP comply with the objective of the Ministry
of Education to ensure that Malaysia can produce awell rounded students who are
balance in both ofCurriculum and Co-Curriculum.
As for Beloit College, The Student Affairs mission embraces below aims through the
following co-curricular goals:
• promoting student learning, growth and development through residential and
Co-Currieular experiences ofthe highest quality;
• supporting and integrating students out-ofclass learning with the Colleges
academic program;
• seeking toeducate the whole person;
• seeking to help students develop the skills, knowledge and maturity necessary to
be good citizens in adiverse and ever-changing global community and to live
productive and fulfilling lives;
• Being consistent with the Colleges mission and values.
To achieve these goals the co-curriculum is modeled on developmental theories
which suggest that students move from arather insular view of themselves and the
world. As aresult of their experiences and learning which occurs both in-and out-of
the classroom they develop into individuals with a more defined identity and
pluralistic view of the world. Students will experience growth in their intellectual,
interpersonal, and physical skills through their achievements and interactions with
the curriculum and co-curriculum (William J. Flanagan, 2006).
2.2 Benefits of Co-Curriculum for Undergraduates
The Co-Curriculum courses and activities that been involved by undergraduates are
not only to fulfill the courses itself or just for furu but this issue has been thought
seriously by The Higher Education Ministry. During the portfolio of Higher
Education Ministry being hold by Datuk Mustapa Mohamed, the ministry was
considering of introducing a grading system for Undergraduates who are active in
co-curriculum activities. That grading system aimed at recognizing the student's
involvement inactivities and programs atnational orinternational level toboost their
universities image, assessing the personality of an individual and the important
aspect in career development when the graduates enters the job market. This is
important to active undergraduates when mey are in the university and to fodhtate
employers to make their choice when they attend interview and the grading system
would also spur university students to participate in activities and programs to
acquire skills in various disciplines. Astudent is required to be active in co-curricular
activities to be eligible to enter a public university; this is an extension of those
criteria toprepare the student for the jobmarket (BERNAMA, 2008).
23 Powerful Co-Curriculum
In the case of curriculum design, some principles need to be developed. As for
Willamette University, the following are sbc principles which guided their review of
the co-curriculum (Willamette University, 2001):
• To achieve high quality liberal arts education, the co-curriculum must be
structured by a rich and comprehensive design focused on supporting and
complementing thecurriculum and itsgoals.
• In this design we need to strike an appropriate balance between three pairs of
values that are at once in tension with each other and at the same time
indispensable for student development in a liberal arts setting which for
Continuity and change, Support and challenge and Community/common
experience and individual choice.
• We need to have a considerable proportion of juniors and seniors living on
campus.
• We should cultivate the skillsof self-governance andthe values ofparticipation
andcommunity service in a widerangeofco-curricular settings.
• Theco-curriculum should provide numerous opportunities for spontaneity and
diversetypesof fun and recreation.
• In a variety of wayswe needto strengthen students' bonds to Willamette.
Same as UTP, Co-Curricular activities plays an important roles in producing well
rounded students. It shows how UTP Co-Curriculum Unit responsible in formulates
the goals.
2.4 Web Based System
A web-based system is one in which the primary user interface is provided through
web pages which are accessed on a standard web browser. A web based system
provides high in efficiency in handling business processes. Benefits of using a web
based system are it provides more access, flexibility, interoperability, wider area
integration and notmore cost (Steve Tom, 2002). In this research project, it applies
web based technology that consists of business process automation. The current
business process andproblems been identified andthe automation system forcertain
processes been proposed for UTP Co-Curriculum business process improvement.
The proposed systemwill be a 'to-be* systemprototype.
2.5 Business Process Improvement
There are seven steps to operational excellence in improving the business process.
The seven major steps are (Rob Berg, 2006):
1. Create a process master.
List each organizational process, and the suppliers, inputs, major process
activities, outputs,customers and key metricsfor each.
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2. Prioritize processes.
Using the organization's strategic success criteria as weighting factors,
determine howeachprocess impacts theirfiilfillment andrank accordingly.
3. Assemble the team.
Include an executive sponsor, the process supplier, the process owner, process
participants andthe process customer.
4. Create process models.
Detail the flow of activities in the process and identity departments, resources,
decision points andnarratives where indicated for clarification.
5. Perform root cause analysis.
Using brainstorming, affinity diagramming, cause-and-effect diagrams, check
sheets andPareto analysis, identify the possible rootcauses of the problem.
6. Address top causes.
Have theteam charter projects, as appropriate, to address thecauses identified as
mostproblematic during Pareto analysis.
7. Re-measure.
To validate the effectiveness of the solutions implemented as a result of the
successful completion of thechartered projects, re-measure using check sheets.
This concept can be applied for UTP CCWBS. Even though UTP Co-Curriculum
Unit is not business related organization, butthe 7 steps shown above canbe used as
UTPCo-Curriculum Unitbusiness process improvement techniques.
2.6 Business Process
A business process consists of a group of business activities undertaken by one or
more organizations in pursuit of some particular goal. It usually depends upon
various business functions for support, e.g. personnel, accounting, inventory, and
interacts with other business process activities carried by the same or other
organizations. A system consists of a set of BPs, possibly residing on distinct peers.
A business process specification includes (Catriel Beeri, Anat Eyal, Simon
Kamenkovich, Tova Milo, 2006):
• Some general description ofthe process properties, including its name,
capabilities, theservice provider, and soon.
• The data used inthe process, namely the process variables and the input and
output parameters for the participating activities/services.
• Theactivities of which the process is composed.
• Adescription ofthe process operational and data flow.
2.7 Business Process Model
Business Process is the main aspects that been identified to develop this UTP Co-
Curriculum Unit Web Based System. Referring to Sparx Systems UML Tutorials of
Business Process Model, a business process consists of a goal, specific inputs,
specific outputs, uses resources, has a number of activities that are performed in











A business process is a collection ofactivities designed to produce a specific output
for a particular customer ormarket. It implies a strong emphasis on how the work is
done within and organization, incontrast to a product's focus on what. A process is
thus a specific ordering ofwork activities across time and place, with a beginning, an
end, andclearly defined inputs andoutputs which arethe structure for action (Sparx
SystemsUML Tutorials, 2004),
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2.8 Business ProcessModeling Notation (BPMN)
As identifying business process of Co-Curriculum Unit will be the main scope for
mis project, idea given by Stephen A. White, IBM Corporation could be very useful.
He explain about Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) effort which can
provide a notation that is readily understandable by all business users, from the
business analysts that create the initial drafts of the processes, to the technical
developers responsible for implementing the technology that will perform those
processes, and finally, to the business people who will manage and monitor those
processes, Stephen wrote that BPMN creates a standardized bridge for die gap
between the business process design and process implementation (Stephen A. White,
2004),
BPMN defines a Business Process Diagram (BPD), which isbased ona flowcharting
technique tailored for creating graphical models of business process operations. A
Business Process Model, then, is a network of graphical objects, which arcactivities




In developing CCWBS, a suitable methodology is needed to ensure that all steps and
deliverables are properly done. This chapter explains the research methodology
chosen in accomplishing the research project.
3.1 Research Methodology: Phased Development-Based Methodology
For this research project, the Phased Development-based methodology has been
chosen. Figure 3.1 illustrates the Phased Development-based methodology.
In the development of UTP CCWBS, the most important and fundamental
requirements will be bundled into the first version of the system. Additional
requirements will be added to the system in the next consecutive version of the
system.
The phased development-based methodology consists of Planning, Requirements






















Figure 3.1: APhased Development Based Methodology
3.2 Planning
In the planning phase, it is important to understand that the research project should
bebuild because of the problem identification that been explamed earlier inChapter
1. As the research project consists of two major parts which are the Final Year
Project (FYP) 1 and 2, each part has itsown tasks and objectives. Table 1 illustrates
the milestones for FYP 3.1 and Table 3.2 shows the milestones of the research
project for FYP 2.
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Table 3.1: FYP 1 Project Milestone
Milestone Date
Submission ofProposal 30/01/2009
Proposal Approval byResearch Cluster 03/02/2009
Submission ofPreliminary Report 18/02/2009
Seminar 1 - Preliminary Reporting 18/02/2009
Submission ofProgress Report 11/03/2009
Seminar 2 -Progress Reporting 12/03/2009
Submission ofInterim Report 17/04/2009
Oral Presentation 24/04/2009
Table 3.2: FYP 2 Project Milestone
Milestone Date
SubmissionofProgress Report 1 29/07/2009
Submission of Progress Report2 09/09/2009
Seminar- Progress Report2 Week 7/8
Poster Exhibition and Pre-EDX 07/10/2009
Submission ofDissertation (Soft Bound) 12/10/2009
EDX 21-22/10/2009
Oral Presentation 28/10/2009
SubmissionofDissertation (Hard Bound) 16/11/2009
3.3 Analysis
In the Analysis phase, it has been identified that UTP Co-Curriculum Unit staff are
the system administrator and the UTP society isthe user ofCCWBS. The author also
investigates the current system that currently be implemented by UTP Co-
Curriculum Unit, identifies the improvement opportunities from the problem
identified and develop a concept for the new system. Appendix A illustrates the




The current manual business process called as-is system has been analyzed. The
main problem was identified which lack of information dissemination to UTP
society, regarding Co-Curriculum updated news and events and also the whole idea
related to Co-Curriculum Unit roles and processes. Ways to design the automated
system been identified and came out with the topic or the research project to develop
UTP CCWBS.
3.3.2 Requirements Gathering
The Requirement Gathering been done during the analysis phase to understand more
on the business processes. It helps in describing how the to-be system will be
functioning. For this project, three types ofrequirement gathering techniques been
used which are document analysis, observation andinterview.
3.4 Design
The analysis' results gathered earlier is used to decides on how the system will
operate in terms ofthe Software, user Interfaces, database and etc.
3.5 Implementation
Implementation is the final phase for the development of the web based system.
CCWBS developed is complying with the open source standards. Table 3.3 defines
thesystem's technical specification.
Table 33: System Technical Specification
Scripting Languages PHP, HTML, JavaScript
Web Server Apache Web Server
Database MySQL Database
Development Tools Macromedia Dreamweaver8, XAMPP Control Panel
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Below are the minimum requirements ofthe system:
• Pentium Hi
• Microsoft Windows 98, Windows Millennium Edition, Windows 2000,
Windows XP Home orProfessional
• 64 MB ofRAM
• 30 MB hard-disk





This chapter discusses the results and findings obtained in the research project.
Interviews have been done with one of the Co-Curricuium Unit executive, Ms
Hellina Ahmad Kamil. She has explained the current Co-Curriculum Unit business
processes, the organization chart, and the problem that they are feeing on managing
those business processes. She believes mat their current business processes is not
been done efficiently since they do not have a proper system tohandle the processes
automatically.
Other than mat, there are also several feedbacks from UTP students regarding the
UTP Co-Curriculum Unit services. Example, UTP sports player have actually raised
anissue ondifficulties in borrowing the sports equipments. The current process been
done manually by using forms and it is hard to keep track the equipments that lost.
First, student need to go to the Co-Curriculum Unit office located in Block B, then
they go to the room that stores all the sports equipments, and see whether the
equipments that they want to borrow is available or not. Ifit is there, they need to get
and fill in the Sports Equipment Requisition Form. Students submit the form and the
Co-Curriculum Unit staff will keep it as their copy. Then only the student can take
the equipments. This process can be time consuming when the Co-Curriculum Unit
staffis not in the office which students can't simply takethe equipments without fill
in the form. Other than that, students arenotallowed to submit the form after office
hours because there will be no staff in the office. The detail process is illustrated in
the As-is Activity Diagram.
Other than the equipments borrowing process, the facilities booking process also
been done manually. Since the facilities provided are not enough to be used by many
students at one particular time, Co-Curriculum Unit comes out with this fecilities
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booking process. The disadvantages of doing the process manually are it is difficult
for students to know the availability of the facilities immediately. Theymay need to
book the fecilities earlier. If students want to use the fecilities immediately, they can
go tothe Co-Curriculum Unit office and see the manual schedule wrote by the staff
on the white board which located in UTP Co-Curriculum Unit Office. This way of
handling the business process isnot efficient and time consume aswell.
4.1 Requirements Gathering Result
Followed arethe results obtained from requirement gathering techniques used bythe
author as been discussed earlier in Chapter 3.
4.1.1 Document Analysis
The scope of the document analysis technique includes studying the technical
documentation of the current manual system been usedby UTPCo-Curriculum Unit.
The main purpose of document analysis is to get better understanding on the as-is
system, identify the weaknesses of the as-is system and come out with idea on how
the to-besystem will be.
The study on the technical documentation concludes that the to-be system has to
automate the manual processes that currently being implemented by UTP Co-
Curriculum Unit. Instead of having manual schedule on facilities booking process
and manual forms for equipments borrowing process, the to-be system will
automates this system in which the process canbe done online. Appendix C and D
illustrate the manual form that currently being use by Co-Curriculum Unit for their
Sport's Equipment and Facilities Requisition process. Appendix E and F illustrate
the Sports Facilities and Sport's Equipment details.
Otherdocument that been analyzed is the hardcopynotices that always been posted
on boards such as the event promotion notices. The to-be system will be used by
UTP Co-Curriculum Unit staff to upload and update all the important notices, news
and announcement so that UTP societycan view it online.
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4.1.2 Observation
By doing personal observation, the reality ofthe situation can be seen. It helps the
author in preparing the interview questions. From the observation, it shows that UTP
Co-Curriculum Unit ishaving problems in handling their business process manually.
Example, for the Choir recruitment process. Since the author have a personal
experience joining the UTP Choir Group, she can see that it was hard for the choir
committee to recruit the talented students. It shows the information sharing problem
has occurred in the unit because not all students aware about the updated news and
activities. Besides, as one of the Sports event committee which is for Outdoor
Carnival in 2006 and 2007, it can be seen that the equipments borrowing process is
not been done efficiently. The responsible committee had difficulties in borrowing
the sports equipments and tobook the facilities for the event's usage.
4.13 Interview
UTP Co-Curriculum Unit staff been chose as the target interviewees. The main
purpose ofthe interviews conducted by the author is to get better understanding on
the business processes in conducting Co-Curriculum events and activities and
identify major problems currently encountered by UTP Co-Curriculum Unit staff.
Three interview sessions been conducted with the Executive of Credited Co-
Curriculum courses department, Ms Hellina Ahmad Kamil. Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3
provides summary report of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd interview sessions. A lot of
information collected from the interview sessions. The Executive of Co-Curriculum
Credited courses department agreed that there is a need to automate the UTP Co-
Curriculum business processes, particularly in facilities booking and equipments
borrowing process. She also agreed that ifUTP CCWBS is tobe implemented, they
should have the link in E-Learning web site.
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Table 4.1: Interview report -1" Interview Session
Date: 28th January 2009 Interviewer: Nadialiyana Yahuza
Person Interviewed: Ms HellinaBt AhmadKamil
Executive Credited Co-Curriculum Courses, Co-Curriculum Unit, UTP
Email: hellinafgjpetronas.com.mv
Purpose of Interview:
• Inform UTP Co-Curriculum Unit about the intention of developing a web
based system for them.
• Identify the departmental hierarchy ofUTP Co-Curriculum Unit.
• Identify UTP Co-Curriculum Unitbusiness processes.
• Identify the major problem(s) encountered in each ofthe business process.
Summary of Interview:
• UTP Co-Curriculum Unit staffagree about the topic been proposed which is
the UTP CCWBS.
• The complete departmental hierarchy ofUTP Co-Curriculum Unit has been
identified. The unit is divided into 3 sub departments which are Sports, Art
and Cultural and Credited Co-Curriculum courses.
• Information of the current business process of the unit is tabulated. All
business processes been done manually ineach sub departments.
• The major problem in the current business process is difficulties of sharing
information related to Co-Curriculum unit activities and notices. Besides,
there are 2 main processes handle by the unit currently being done manuallyj which is the fecilities booking and sport equipments borrowing process.
Table 4.2: Interview report - 21"1 Interview Session
Date: 25th February 2009 Interviewer: Nadialiyana Yahuza
Person Interviewed: Ms Hellina Bt Ahmad Kamil
Executive Credited Co-Curriculum Courses, Co-Curriculum Unit, UTP
Email: heHina@.petronas,com.mv
Purpose of Interview:
• Determine information requirements for future system
Summary of Interview:
UTP Co-Curriculum Unit wants to have a web based system mat can be the
mediumof information sharingto the UTP society.
The unit also wants to automate the current manual system so that the UTP
society can perform dieprocess ononline basis.
Open Items:
Ms Hellina request to have the link of the web based system under E-





Table 43: Interview report - 3ri Interview Session
Date: 17th July 2009 Interviewer: Nadialiyana Yahuza
Person Interviewed: Ms Hellina Bt Ahmad Kamil
Executive CreditedCo-Curriculum Courses, Co-Curriculum Unit, UTP
Email: hellina@petronas.com.my
Purpose of Interview:
• Discussion on what been done so far.
• Add on materials for CCWBS.
• Ask feedback from Co-Curriculum Unit
Summary of Interview:
• Ms Hellina explained that they prefer to approve the Sport's Equipment
Borrowing process and Facilities Booking process first as the confirmation of
the request madeby students later.
• She also suggested adding Photo Gallery navigation inCCWBS.
• There was two new staff in Co-Curriculum Unit, the author been notified
withtheupdated departmental hierarchies.
Open Items:
• Ms Hellina ask the author to contact Ms Faridatul Salwa, the E-Learning
administrator to discuss further abouthow to locate the system link underE»
Learning
4.2 Requirements Analysis
There arc three types of Requirements analysis techniques. The choice of those
techniques used is based on the amount ofchange the system is meant to be created
for the unit. The UTP Co-Curriculum is expected to create process improvements
that lead to better effectiveness and efficiency, thus Business Process Improvement
(BPI) technique beenchose.
4.2.1 Duration Analysis
Since the UTP Co-Curriculum Unit has three sub departments that handling various
types of activities, every business processes that been done manually are tune
consuming.
The most important issue is the problem of information sharing process. Currently,
the UTP Co-Curriculum Unit staff using manual hard copy notices or posted the
latest news through E-Learning. Obviously, the manual posted news isnot efficient
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because the responsible staffneed to prepare the document and print it out. Then,
they need to go to the notice board and paste it there. When the staff handles the
process through E-Learning, they need to contact the E-learning administrator every
time they want to post anything new from UTP Co-Curriculum Unit. However, with
UTP CCWBS, the system can improve the information sharing process. The Co-
Curriculum unit staffcan easily update the news by uploading it in the CCWBS.
They are the one that control the system, itis less time consumes and the information
canbe accessed by all on onlinebasis.
Other man that, themanual activity of handling equipments borrowing and facilities
booking process is very time consuming. They use manual form that needs to be
filled in by the users. The process isnot efficient since the user need tocome tothe
Co-Curriculum Unit in Block B in order to get the form. However, with UTP
CCWBS, the process isautomated. For users that intend toborrow sports equipments
orbooking the fecilities can do those processes from their room which itcan be done
online. In the CCWBS, they will be able to see the sports equipments that available
to beborrowed and also they can view the current schedule ofthe fecilities booking.
It is much easierwhenthe process beenautomated.
43 Requirements Definition
The most important purpose ofthe requirements definitions istodefine the scope of
theresearch. It also helps to provide the information needed to model mesystem and
support activities in the design phase. Itwill describe exactly what the system needs
to do; thus it will be a base-line for reference and clarification if problem arises.
Throughout the requirements gathering activities, information obtained were studied
and analyzed. It will then added into the Requirements definition document. Table
4.4 summarizes the functional requirements and Table 4.5 summarizes the non
functional requirements ofUTP CCWBS.
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Table 4.4: UTP Co-Curriculum Unit Functional Requirements
1. SignUp
a) All Co-Cuiriculum Unit staffneeds to sign up as administrator ofCCWBS.
b) Administrator wilt need toenter information to register tothe system.
2. Login
a) Administrator need to login to get an access as administrator ofUTP CCWBS using
username andpassword registered earlier.
3. Upload Announcement
a) Administrators are able to upload announcements that can be viewed by all students.
b) Students can view announcements uploaded by Staff.
4. Update Facilities Details and Sport's Equipment data
a) Administrator can update (add, edit, delete) data through the system.
b) Administrator and students can view the updated database.
5. Update Facilities Booking timetable
a) Administrator can update facilities booking timetable.
b) Students can view fecilities booking timetable updated by Administrator.
6. View facilities booking timetable
c) Students and Administrator can view current facilities booking timetable.
d) Students can identify the facilities that they may want to book.
7. Book faculties
a) Student has tofill inform with fecilities booking details.
b) Student can view their booking details.
c) Administrator monitors student's application.
8. Borrow sport's equipment
a) Student has to fill in form with equipment borrowing details.
b) Student can view their borrowing details.
c) Administrator monitors student's application.
9. Approve request
a) Admimstrator monitors student's application.
b) Administiator checks the availability ofthe fecilities to be booked or the equipments
to be borrowed manually.
c) Administrator can update the request status and itcan be viewed by students from
CCWBS page.
10. View Requisition Status
a) Students can check their Sports Facilities and Equipment requisition status by
enteringtheir full name.
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Table 4.5: UTP Co-Curriculum Unit Non-Functional Requirements
1. Operational requirements
1.1 The system must bescalable tothe amount ofusers
2. Performance Requirements
2.1 Must be available 24 - 7.
3. Security requirements
3.1 UTP society canonly view andusing theautomate system
3.2 Only UTP Co-Curriculum Unit staffhas authorization to access and update
database.
4. Cultural and Political Requirements
4.1 The core business process ofUTP Co-Curriculum Unit must not be change
4.2 The system must be flexible toadd more functionality
4.4 System Modeling
Followed are the system models which model the system requirements defined. The
model been used are the functional models, straetural models and behavioral models.
4.4.1 Functional Model - Activity Diagram
The activity diagram is used to model the workflow behind the system being
designed. It is typically used for business process modeling and to describe the
business and operational step-by-step workflows of components in a system. An
activity diagram shows the overall flow ofcontrol. Activity diagrams do not give
detail about how objects behave or how objects collaborate. Figure 4.1 and 4.2
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Figure4.2: 'To-be' Activity Diagram
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4.4.2 Functional Model - Use Case Diagram
TheUseCases Model is used to describe the systems fimctionalities from the users'
point ofview. Figure 4.3 illustrate the UTP CCWBS Use Case Diagram. Table 4.6
defines the user profile of UTP CCWBS. The use case description is then used to
explain the different functionalities for each user. Appendix G documents the use
casedescription ofthe UTPCCWBS.








Table 4.6: UTP CCWBS User Profile
Description
UTP Co-Curriculum Unit staff or a person that has been given
authorization by UTP management to access CCWBS;
responsible in managing Co-Curriculum activities in UTP.
• Managing 3 different sub departments (Sports, Art and
Cultural and Credited Co-curriculum courses)
• Share information related to all Co-Curriculum activities
• Updates data for Sport's Equipments and Facilities details.
Students are the target user in the system; will be able to get
updated notices, important announcement and upcoming events
information.
Booking Sport's facilities
• View current fecilities booking timetable
• Book sport's facilities online by fill in form inCCWBS
Borrowing Sport's Equipment
• View thesport's equipment details
• Borrow sport's equipment online by fill in form in
CCWBS
4.43 Structural Model - Class Diagram
Class diagram stores and manage information in the system. It shows the classes and
the relationships among classes that remain constant in the system. Figure 4.4 shows
















































4.4.4 Behavioral Model - Sequence Diagram
All related sequence diagrams areillustrated inAppendix H.
4.5 System Overview
A good system should have clear and user friendly pages flow. It starts from the
login until the logout page. Figure 4,5 illustrates the pages flows of CCWBS
designed by the author.












Figure 4.5: CCWBS pages flow chart (Administrator)
As for Student page, there is no Login and Sign Up page. The Landing page display
welcome banner and students can go straight to the Homepage and other navigation
pages.
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4.5.2 CCWBS Pages Plans
CCWBS consists of many different pages. Table 4.7 illustrates the CCWBS pages
planned by the autiior before CCWBS has been developed. It consists of the
components in every page and description on what every page should have and
Figure 4.6 illustrated the CCWBS Windows Navigation Diagram.
Table 4.7: CCWBS Pages
! Section Components Descriptions
1 Welcoming •All the main menu optionthat will be
Landing Page Banner link to the respective pages.
2 • Form • Text boxes ofUsemame and
• Login button password enableusersto login.Login Page
• Forget • Link user to forget password page.
password link * Link new user to sign up page.
• Sign Up link
3 Forget Password User's IC •Text box that retrieve user's IC
Page Number number to detect the forget password.
4 Sign Up Page User details •Form to retrieve new user details
5 • CCWBS banner consisting ofUTP
logo,text and images.
Header Banner • Static banner for all pages
6 Main Navigation Main links • Appearson the left ofevery page
7 • Shows fecilities and sport's
equipment requisition and status.
• Add, edit and delete Announcement
Home (Admin) Main content icon.
8 • Shows latest news and
Home (Student) Main content announcement.
9 • Appears under the main navigation
on every page
• Shows the Co-Curriculum Unit's
email, phone number and fax
Contact Us Box information.
10 • Consists ofevery Co-Curriculum
About Us Two Main links Unit staffcontact details.
11 • Allows administrator to add, edit and
Sports (Admin) Three Main links delete Facilities and Equipment details.
12 • Shows latest news and
announcement under sports sub
department
• Consists ofrelated timetable,
Sports (Student) Five links procedure and any static information
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• Allows user to fill in form for
Facilities Booking Process and
Equipment borrowing process.
• Allows user to view Equipment and
Facilities List.
• Allows administrator to add, edit and
delete Art Performing Group.
Shows latest news and announcement
under Art & Cultural sub department.
• Shows list ofUTP Performing Arts
Group.
Allows administrator to add, edit and
delete Foundation and Undergraduate
Courses.
• Shows latest news and announcement
under Credited Co-Curriculum Courses
sub department.
• Shows information on every course
otTered to Foundation and
Undergraduates students.
Consists ofcommon frequently asked
question for user's reference.
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Figure 4.6: CCWBS Windows Navigation Diagram
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4.6 System Design
Followed are the discussions ofthe system design phase. The result of this phase isa
base-line for guideline and reference inthe CCWBS development process.
4.6.1 User Interface Design
User interface is the elements of a system that the user interacts with. A system is
designed to help users achieve goals. As the users ofCCWBS are students and Co-
Curriculum Unit staff itself, user interface design is essential so that both users
comfortable using the system. The golden rule ofdesign is not do to others what
others have done to you. Remember the things you don't like in software interfeces
you use. Then make sure you don't do the same things to users of interfeces you
design and develop (Tracy Leonard, 1996). The user interface should adhere to the





Table 4.8: User Interface Principles
Interface should use consistent language with
words, phrases andconcepts that familiar to
users.
Interface should be structured so that, at any
given point, users can identify where they are in
relation to the supported options andfunctions.
Interface should clearly indicate to users where
they will end up. Instructions for use of the
system should be visible or easily retrievable
whenever appropriate.
Interface should always give appropriate
feedback within a reasonable time. Error
messages should be expressed in plain
language, precisely indicates the problem, and
constructively suggests a solution.
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Figure 4.7: CCWBS Graphical UserInterface (Landing Page)
A standardize GUI is used throughout the system. Figure 4.7 illustrates CCWBS
graphical user interface. This is the Landing Page ofCCWBS. As the Administrator,
staffmust login first. The Administrator must enter the username and password in
order to access the Administrator Page. For Staff who has not registered as
Administrator yet, they need to register by clicking the 'Click here' link. As for
administrator who forget their password, 'Forget Password' link is available to trace
back their username and password been registered earlier. As for student, the
Homepage is the same as Administrator Landing page illustrates in Figure 4.7 but
without the login form at the right panel. Students can straight away click on other
navigation without login to CCWBS.
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4.7 Construction: System Prototype
As the construction is the process of coding, it involves programming, creating
database and setting up the server. The author has setup Apache server with the
MySQL database. Currently the system are not yet been uploaded to the UTP server.
From the autiior's machine, it can be accessed in
http://127.0.0.1 /ccwbs/LandingPage.php. This section will discuss the prototype
(CCWBS) constructed bytheauthor.
4.7.1 Web Based System
In a web-based system, the primary user interfece is provided through web pages
which areaccessed ona standard web browser. It canbeused to present information
from varied sources.
In CCWBS, there are two types ofusers:
• Administrator (Staff)
• Student
For each user's pages, it shares same basic user interface with different
functionalities.
4.7.2 Administrator Page
The Administrator page is a personalized point of access for Co-Curriculum Unit
staff that contains information and personalized functionalities that are only




• View, Change Sport Facilities andEquipment Requisition Status
• View, Edit PersonalInfo
• Add, Edit, Delete Announcement
• Add, Edit, Delete Sports Facilities Details
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• Add, Edit, Delete Sports Equipment Details
• Add, Edit, DeleteFacilities Requisition timetable
• Add, Edit, Delete Performing Art Group
• Add, Edit, Delete Foundation Credited Courses details
• Add, Edit, Delete Undergraduate Credited Courses details
4.7.2.1 Administrator Sign Up
Before Co-Curriculum Unit staff been given authorization to access the CCWBS as
administrator, they need to sign up first in order to create admin account. As been
stated earlier, staff needs to create an account by clicking the 'Click here' link in
Figure 4.7. The interface of registration form illustrate inFigure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: CCWBS AdministratorRegister Page
4.7.2.2 Administrator Login
The registered administrator will be able to login to CCWBS by entering the
username andpassword thatbeen registered earlier. CCWBS willprompt error if the
administrator entering the wrong username or password. For administrators that
forget their password, it can be traced back by clicking the 'Forget Password' link.
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The system will trace the username and password by asking administrator to insert
their IC Number. In addition, the administrator can see the total number of other
administrator thatcurrently online which isdisplayed at tiie bottom ofCCWBS.
4.7.23 Administrator Homepage
Figure 4.9 illustrate the Administrator's Homepage. After successfully login, the
administrator will beable to view the Homepage ofCCWBS. Inhere, it will display
the Facilities and Sport's Equipment Requisition status. This information has been
put in the Homepage because these are the request that needs administrator's
attention. Administrator will be able to see the total number of request for each
status which are New, Progress, Done orClose. *New' status includes the entire new
request submitted by students. 'Progress' iswhen tiie Administrator has viewed the
'New' status and change itto 'Progress' with comments, 'Request viewed, Approval
in Progress'. This isvery important because the request made by students will not be
automatically approved. The status that can be changed by Administrator help them
to inform students that their request been process or already approved. Other than
that, administrator also can view the status time to time. Administrator will change
the status to 'Done' when therequest already approved which students are currently
using the fecilities or equipments. In 'Done' status, it displays Facilities booking or
Equipment requisition due date. So, administrator will need to check 'Done' status
to keep track the due date of Sports Equipment and Facilities Requisitions. After
students finish booking the facilities or using the equipment, the request status
change to 'Close? which means it will not require staff's attention anymore. It will
just be stored in tiie database so that Staffcan view the student's requisition data.
Other than that, in Homepage, Administrator will be able to upload announcement
by clicking the link at the top right panel of CCWBS. The announcement uploaded
can beviewed by Students mom Student's Homepage. Administrator can also edit or
delete the announcement. They also are able to set whether to display the
announcement in the Student Homepage or not because sometime, the
announcement is only for Staff. Next, Administrators are allowed to view and edit
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4.7.2.4 Administrator About Us Page
Under this navigation, CCWBS retrieve and display data from Administrator's
registration table. It includes information which is Staff Name, Extension, Sub
Department and Email. This information is very important so that students will be
able to view Co-Curriculum Unit Staff contact information. This information
illustrates the number of Administrator of CCWBS. Figure 4.10 illustrate the
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Figure 4.10: CCWBS Administrator's About Us page.
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4.7.2.5 Administrator Sport Page
Under Sport Tab on the left panel, it consists of three functions which the
administrator will be able to add, edit or delete the Sports Equipment and Facilities
Details and also update the Facilities Requisition Request Timetable (after
approved). Figure 4.11 illustrated the Administrator Sports page which display the
Facilities Details been added. In this figure, it shows that administrator will be able
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Figure4.11: CCWBS Administrator Sports page(View Facilities Details)
4.7.2.6 Administrator Art & Cultural Page
As this is another sub department in Co-Curriculum Unit, this page allows
Administrator to add, edit or delete the Performing Art Group Details. It provides
students with the Performing Art Group Information and contents.
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4.7.2.7 Administrator Credited Co-Curriculum Courses Page
The third sub department is Credited Co-Curriculum Courses. In this page,
Administrator able to add, editor delete theFoundation and undergraduate Credited
courses. It provides important details such as the course name, course code, content
and also the credit hour. As for Undergraduate courses, the details are tiie same as
Foundation including the pre-requisite course. By having this function inthe system,
Administrator able to add newcourses if any, edit tiiecurrent details of the courses
and also delete anycourses that notbeen implemented anymore.
4.7.2.8 Administrator FAQs Page
From this page, it displays the static question that may be asked or questioned by
staffitself. It consists of general up to specific questions.
4.7.3 Students Page
The Student Page is a personalized point of access for students that contain
information and functionalities that only accessible by student. Followed are the
functionalities thatcan onlybe accessed by students:
• View Announcement
• View StaffDetails
• ViewSports Facilities List
• View Sports EquipmentList
• View Sports Facilities Requisition Timetable
• SubmitSportsFacilitiesRequisitionForm
• Submit Sports Equipment Requisition Form
• View Performing Art GroupDetails
• View Foundation Credited Courses details
• View Undergraduate CreditedCoursesdetails
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4.7.3.1 Student Homepage
Since the students no need to login in order to access CCWBS, they can straight
view the student Homepage. At the right panel of Student Homepage, there are
'Latest Announcement' column that displays the number of announcement
according to sub department. Student can click on the number and view the
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Figure 4.12; CCWBS Student Homepage (Art&Cultural announcement details)
4.7.3.2 Students About Us Page
In this page, students are able to view details of Co-Curriculum Unit staff. It
provides information on staffname, email, extension and their sub department that
registers to CCWBS as Administrator. The staff details are always available in
CCWBS.
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4.7.3.3 Students Sport Page
As been explained earlier in Chapter 1, CCWBS will automate the manual business
processes of Co-Curriculum Unit. In Student Sport page, other than be able to view
the Sport Equipment and Facilities List, students canfill inEquipment and Facilities
Requisition Form through CCWBS online. By having this function, students can
easily submit the form without need to go to the Co-Curriculum Office. This online
request can be viewed by Administrator in Administrator Homepage. Figure 4.13
illustrate the Facilities Requisitions Form that can be filled in by students. Students
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Figure 4.13: CCWBS Student Sports page(Facilities Requisition Form)
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4.7.3.4 Students Art & Cultural Page
In Art & Cultural page, students will be able to view the Performing Art Group
Details that been added by Administrator in Administrator Art & Cultural Page.
Other than that, at the right panel of this page, the latest announcement number of
Art & Culturalsub department been display.
4.7.3.5 Students Credited Co-Curriculum Courses Page
In Student Credited Co-Curriculum Course page, students can view the Credited
courses ofFoundation and Undergraduates details that been added byAdministrator
in Administrator Credited Courses Page. Otiier man that, student can view the
details of courses implementation, Course Registration Information, Rules and
Regulations and also appeals information. It is all static information included in
CCWBS. This page also displays the latest announcement number of Credited
Courses Department
4.7.3.6 Students FAQs Page
From this page, it displays the static question mat may be ask or questioned by
students. It consists of general up to specific question.
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4.8 Testing
In order to eliminate system fault, the author has conducted system testing to
CCWBS. There was checking and analysis process of requirements reviews, design
reviews, code inspections and product testing. Table 4.9 summarizes the testing
conducted.
Table 4.9: System Testing
Usability Test Observe people using the product to discover
errors and areas of improvement.
Acceptance Test Testing verify a product meets customer
specifiedrequirements.
Functional Testing Validating an application conforms to its
specifications and correctly performs all its
requiredfunctions.
For CCWBS, usability test has been conducted to evaluate CCWBS by testing iton
users which are students and Co-Curriculum Unit staff. The usability test was
conducted to detect errors and faults. All error and faults found are immediately
fixed. According to Wikipedia, Usability testing is a black-box testing. It involves
measuring how well test subjects respond in four different areas which are
efficiency, accuracy, recall, and emotional response. To measure the efficiency of
CCWBS, it is about how much time and how many steps are required for users to
complete basic tasks. For example, students view Facilities details, fill in Facilities
Requisition form and submit the form. To test tiie Accuracy, mistakes make by user
was defined. Recall is about how much tiie user remembers afterwards or after
periods ofnon-use ofCCWBS. Most oftiie users said that CCWBS provides Main
Navigation that easily to be remembered. Last but not least, the Emotional response
is about how does the users feel after the tasks completed through CCWBS. After
the usability test, the users was giving feedback about how they love to use the
system which make the process easier and they would recommend UTP Co-
Curriculum Unitto implement this system for UTP society.
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Besides usability testing, anAcceptance test was also implemented onthe users. The
test been conducted to ensure that CCWBS meets the functional and non-functional
requirements defined in the requirement definition phase.
The final prototype ofCCWBS meets all functional and non-functional requirements
which the basic functionalities of the business process meet to users' expectations.
However, as a result, feedback and suggestions from users regarding CCWBS
performance and functionalities is received. These suggestions and opinion can be
further studied as for further enhancement.
4.8.1 System Limitations
Followed arethe system limitations identified during the testing:
1. Outsiders as users
CCWBS only consists of two users which are UTP Co-Curriculum Unit staffand
students. Outsiders are actually involved in UTP Co-Curriculum Unit business
processes which they are allowed to book sports facilities and borrow sport's




This research project for UTP CCWBS has been completed. The business processes
identified during FYP part 1 been used to develop and implement a prototype that
automates the UTP Co-Curriculum Unit business processes. As for FYP part 1, it
focuses on understand in details about each business processes to have strong
background to be able to develop the prototype. As for FYP part 2, CCWBS is
designed using Macromedia Dreamweaver8 and using MySQL language for the
database.
As discussed with the collaborator, Ms Hellinaearlierabout the systemdevelopment
matters, the functions is developed according to collaborator needs. Example, the
Sport Facilities Requisition Form has been completed with functions that allow
administrator to view the student's request first before approving it. This helps Co-
Curriculum Unit staff to increase effectiveness in handling the business process.
CCWBS expected to be one stop center for UTP Co-Curriculum Unit to be more
present to the eyesofUTPsociety.
As for recommendation, the business process of UTP Co-Curriculum Unit also
involves outsiders whom they also allowed to rent the sport's equipment and
facilities with fees. Since CCWBS is not focusing on this, hopefully there are
students thatcan upgrade the system which involves outsider as user.
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APPENDIX B: TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY REPORT
User's familiarity with web-based application is LOW.
Only Co-Curriculum Unit staffs have very little experience with web-based application.








*I being the lowestand 3 the highest
Project size is considered MEDIUM.
• The project size is medium and thetime frame toaccomplish isnot more that 1year
• There is only 1 developersupervised by a lecturersupervisor
i Project requirements andproblem arewell defined and identified.
Compatibility risk is MEDIUM
Development of the system can be done locally. Testing of system can be done remotely in a




EQUIPMENT / ITEM REQUISITION FORM
*Approval on request /proposal must beattached with this form.
Form must be submitted 1 week before the event/program.
*For rental purposes, please make payment atthe Finance Dept and submit acopy ofthe receipt to
Co-Curriculum unit
*Pleaserefer to the next pagefor rules andregulation forborrowing Equipment/items.

















"Kindly attach the list ofadditional equipment/item ifspaceprovided is insufficient
"FINANCE DEPARTMENT: Payment in to Cost Centre:- 153507-000/GL Code: 29990100
I HEREBY AGREE TO ABIDE ALL RULES &REGULATION REGARDDING BORROWING

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 Squash Court 6 units
10.00/hr
100.00/day
4 Beach Volleyball 1 unit 10.00/hr100.00/day
5 Volleyball Court 2 units
10.00 /hr
100.00/day
6 Sepaktakraw Court 4 units
5.00 /hr
50.00 /day
7 Basketball Court 1 unit
10.00/hr
100.00/day
8 Table Tennis 4 units
5.00 /hr
50.00 /day
9 Netball Court 2 units
5.00 /hr
50.00 /day
10 Soccer Field 2 units
25.00/hr
120.00/day
11 Hockey Field 1 unit
25.00 /hr
120.00/day
12 Rugby Field 1 unit
25.00/hr
120.00/day
13 Swimming Pool 1 unit
School children
1.00/entry
14 Kayak 18 units 20.00 /unit
15
Multipurpose Court
(Netball Court) upgraded 1 unit -
16 Basketball Portable Post 2 units
-
17 Futsal Portable Post 5 unit pairs -


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX G: USE CASE DESCRIPTION
ID:1




Staff- wants to create an account as administrator
Brief Description:
This use case describeshow staff sign up to the systemto get an access as
administrator




Normal Flow of Events:
1. Staffenters full name, username, email, IC number, extension number, sub
department and etc
2. Staff able to browseto the systemas administrator
SubFlow:-
Alternatives/ExceptionaJ Flows:
la. Staffdoes not key in the correctpersonaldetails
ID: 2




Staff- wants to get access to the systemas administrator
Brief Description:
Thisuse casedescribes how staff loginto the system to get an accessas system
administrator




Normal Flow of Events:
1. Staff enter usernameand passwordbeen set during sign up
58
2. Staffable to browseto the systemas systemadministrator
Sub Flow:-
Alternatives/Exceptional Flows:
1a.Staffdoes notkey in thecorrect username or password
ID: 3




Staff- wants to upload announcement
Students - wants to view announcement
Brief Description:
Thisusecasedescribes how staffup!oa4 announcement for o&erusersto view




Normal Flow of Events:
1. Staffkeyin announcement title,content, date, venue andetc.




Usecase Name: Update Sport'sequipment andFacilities data
Priority: Average
Primary Actor: Staff ^___
Stakeholders and Interest:
Staff- wants to update the sport's equipment and facilities details ifnecessary
Students - wants to view the updated sport's equipment and facilities details
BriefDescription:
This use case describes how staff add, delete or edit the sport's equipment data
and facilities




Normal Flow of Events:
59
1. Staff updatethe sport's equipmentand facilities details in a database








Staff- wants to update facilities booking timetable
Student - wants to view the current facilities booking timetable
BriefDescription:
This use ease describes how staffupdates the facilities booking timetable so that
can be view by students.




Normal Flow of Events:
1. Staffs add, edit or delete facilities booking timetable details.








Student - wants to book the Facilities
Brief Description:
This use case describes how student book for the facilities online




Normal Flow of Events:
1. Students submit Facilities Requisition form to book the facilities.
2. Student can view their booking details
60








Student- wants to borrowthe sport's equipment
Brief Description:
This use case describehow student borrowthe sport's equipmentonline




Normal Flow of Events:
1. Students submit Equipment Requisition form toborrow theequipment
2. Student can view their borrowing details




APPENDIX H: SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS























































Sequence Diagram: Sports Equipment Requisition
0 o
aStaff aStudent:
SportsEquipment
RequisitionA
aStaff
A
aStudent
JL
submit_request ()
RequestSubmission Successful
view_request ()
view_request ()
approve_request()
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U
